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Once you’re signed in, you’ll begin with Pretaa's Clinician’s view on the Events tab. 

This is where Significant Patient Events are shown such as Daily Reports, Anomalies, and 
Assessment results Filter as necessary for a specific alert or status. Drill down into the 
details of the specific event right from here.

Welcome to Pretaa!

Let’s take a look at how we work for you.
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On the Patient’s tab, you will find everyone you are responsible for and be able to filter and select only 
those needing review. From there, you can drill down into each patient and view their details, any notes 
you have added, their contacts, their timeline of all events, assessments, and any related geofences.
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The Assessments tab is where you will find the clinically validated assessments. These include the BAM 
R and IOP, the PHQ-9 and 15, GAD-7, and URICA. These can be set up as a one time event or on a 
recurring basis, by clicking on the desired assessment, and clicking schedule new. There is also a place 
to schedule custom assessments that have been created. These can be sent to a single patient or any 
group of patients.
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The Reporting tab includes the Events tab where you can review anomalies reported, assessments 
needing attention, suicidal ideations, helpline contacts, and geofences compromised. Filters allow for 
research by time or by patient(s). Individual patient information can also be accessed from this page by 
clicking on the patient’s name.
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Assessment Stats on the Reporting tab will provide statistics from the results of clinically validated 
assessments that the patients have self-administered. You can view these filtered by time, by 
patient, or by assessment type. Performance from admission to discharge by type of assessment 
can also be reviewed here. Results by severity by assessment type can be reviewed in the details by 
clicking on the desired assessment.
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Welcome to Pretaa! Let’s take a look at how we work for you.
Once you’re signed in, you’ll begin with Pretaa's Clinician’s view on the Events tab. This is where Significant Patient 
Events are shown such as Daily Reports, Anomalies, and Assessment results Filter as necessary for a specific alert or 
status. Drill down into the events or assessment results right from here.
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On the Patient’s tab, you will find everyone you are responsible for and be able to filter and view only those 
needing review. From there, you can drill down into each patient and view their details, any notes you have 
added, their contacts, their timeline of all events, assessments, and any related geofences.
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The Reporting tab includes the Events tab where you can review anomalies reported, assessments needing 
attention, suicidal ideations, helpline contacts, and geofences compromised. Filters allow for research by time 
or by patient(s). Individual  patient information can also be accessed from this page by clicking on the patient’s 
name.
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Assessment stats on the Reporting tab will provide statistics from the results of clinically validated assessments 
that the patients have self-administered. These include the BAM R and IOP, the PHQ-9 and 15, GAD-7, and 
URICA. You can view these filtered by time, by patient, or by assessment type. 
Performance from admission to discharge can also be reviewed by type of assessment.
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Elevate your One-on-One’s 

Harnessing Pretaa's capabilities, clinicians can concentrate 
more on personalized patient care by reducing 
administrative burden, allowing for more engaging and 
meaningful one-on-ones. 

Through real-time biometric data analysis and assessment 
scoring, Pretaa provides profound insights into patients' 
health status, empowering clinicians to tailor their 
interactions to address individual needs and concerns more 
effectively. 

Additionally, Pretaa's proactive alert system enhances 
one-on-one sessions by identifying potential health risks, 
ensuring discussions are always relevant, timely, and focused 
on enhancing patients' recovery journey.  

Discover Pretaa: Revolutionizing Patient Care for You

Pretaa is a revolutionary platform designed to streamline administrative tasks for 
Substance Use Disorder (SUD) clinicians, optimizing your focus on patient care. 
Using cutting-edge biometric data technology, Pretaa proactively alerts clinicians 
to potential patient crises and significant risk factors, enabling swift intervention 
and improved patient outcomes. 
This technology-enhanced 
approach not only supports more 
personalized and effective patient 
care but also enriches one-on-one 
sessions by ensuring discussions 
are timely, relevant, and focused 
on the patient's recovery journey.
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Finally, You Can Be Proactive not Reactive

Embrace proactive intervention with Pretaa, a 
sophisticated tool designed specifically for SUD clinicians, 
delivering alerts about possible crises before they 
escalate. 

Leveraging biometric data, Pretaa accurately tracks 
parameters like Heart Rate, HR Variability, Skin Temp, 
SPO2, Steps, and Sleep, instantly notifying you about 
anomalies from the baseline 'normal'.

 Further fortified with the latest in automated scoring 
technology for clinically validated assessments, Pretaa 
offers near-real-time alerts for significant risk factors, 
including suicidality indicators. 

With Pretaa, you can shift from being reactive to proactive, 
enabling you to foresee complications, intervene 
promptly, and significantly improve patient outcomes.

Self-Reporting Assessments Are Actually Self Reported

Pretaa revolutionizes the way SUD clinicians 
approach assessments by providing a platform 
for patients to self-administer clinically 
validated assessments such as BAM, PHQ-9 
and URICA.

By leveraging Pretaa, clinicians can now 
bypass time-consuming EMR data entry during 
crucial treatment sessions and redirect their 
focus entirely on patient care and treatment 
strategies. 

This modern, digital approach not only boosts 
efficiency but also empowers patients, 
allowing them to actively engage in their 
diagnostic process, paving the way for more 
personalized, effective treatment plans.
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Spend Less Time Diagnosing 
and More Time Treating.
We understand that as clinicians, your passion 
lies in helping your patients on their journey to 
recovery, not being buried in piles of paperwork. 

From detailed protocols and assessments to the 
complexity of insurance forms, we know how 
these administrative tasks can distract you from 
what truly matters - the direct care of your 
patients. 

We recognize that your higher calling is to heal 
and assist those battling addiction, and we're 
here to ensure that paperwork does not get in 
the way.

Manage Your Caseload Smarter Not Harder

Discover the smarter way to manage your caseload 
with Pretaa's Clinicians Page, where Significant 
Patient Events and Detailed Reports offer critical 
insights into your patients' biometric data and 
clinically validated assessments. 

Our platform empowers you to quickly identify 
trends within your caseload, ensuring you're always 
ahead in addressing patient needs and can swiftly 
act on high-risk situations. 

By streamlining time management and enhancing 
focus, Pretaa transforms your valuable clinical hours 
into high-quality, effective patient care.


